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Perceptual decisions are likely to be based on signals that are provided by populations of neurons in early sensory cortical areas. How
these neural responses are combined across neurons and over time to mediate behavior is unknown. To study the link between neural
responses and perceptual decisions, we recorded the activity of single units (SU) and multiple units (MU) in the primary visual cortex (V1)
of monkeys while they performed a reaction-time visual detection task. We then determined how well the target could be detected from
these neural signals. We found that, on average, the detection sensitivities supported by SU and MU in V1 are comparable with the
detection sensitivity of the monkey even when considering neural responses during brief temporal intervals (median duration, 137 ms)
that ended shortly before the monkey’s reaction time. However, we observed systematic differences between the overall shape of the
neurometric functions and the monkey’s psychometric functions. We also examined the quantitative relationship between SU and MU
activity and found that MU responses are consistent with the sum of the responses of multiple SU, most of which have low stimulus
selectivity. Finally, we found weak but significant trial-to-trial covariations between V1 activity and behavioral choices, demonstrating
for the first time that choice probability can be observed at the earliest stages of cortical sensory processing. Together, these results
suggest that the activity of a large population of V1 neurons is combined suboptimally by subsequent processing stages to mediate
behavioral performance in visual detection tasks.
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Introduction
Stimuli in the environment elicit neural responses that are dis-
tributed over large populations of neurons in early sensory cor-
tical areas. These distributed signals must then be read out, or
decoded, by subsequent processing stages, to mediate behavior.
The nature of this decoding process and, in particular, the iden-
tity and number of neurons that contribute to a given perception
and the way signals from these neurons are combined to mediate
behavior are unknown.

Hypotheses regarding the number of neurons that contribute
to perception range from a handful of neurons to many thou-
sands of neurons (for review, see Parker and Newsome, 1998). In
several previous studies, the sensitivity of the subject was found to
be comparable to the average sensitivity of single neurons (Brit-
ten et al., 1992; Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Croner and Al-
bright, 1999; Hernandez et al., 2000; Uka and DeAngelis, 2003;
Heuer and Britten, 2004) or the sensitivity of the most selective
neurons (Hawken and Parker, 1990; Vogels and Orban, 1990;
Prince et al., 2000; Osborne et al., 2004; Liu and Newsome, 2005;

Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005). However, even when the
sensitivity of the neurons compared favorably with the sensitivity
of the monkey, the trial-to-trial correlations between single-unit
(SU) activity and behavioral choices were found to be weak (Brit-
ten et al., 1996), suggesting that perceptual decisions are based on
a large number of neurons (Shadlen et al., 1996).

The current study examines the link between activity of pri-
mary visual cortex (V1) neurons and behavioral performance in a
visual detection task. Determining the nature and quality of the
signals carried by individual V1 neurons is a prerequisite for un-
derstanding how these signals might be combined to guide be-
havior. A central goal of the current study was therefore to char-
acterize the detection performance of single V1 neurons. In
contrast to most previous studies in which neuronal and behav-
ioral performances were compared over a fixed and typically long
stimulus presentation interval, in the current study we examined
neural responses over a brief interval that ended shortly before
the monkey’s reaction time (RT), ensuring a more realistic com-
parison between neural and behavioral performances.

In addition, because perceptual decisions are likely to be based
on signals from multiple neurons, multiple-unit (MU) activity
may provide useful information regarding the quality of the sig-
nals in small pools of V1 neurons. It is commonly assumed that
MU signals represent the summed spiking activity from multiple
neighboring SU. This assumption, however, has not been exam-
ined quantitatively. A secondary goal of our study was therefore
to determine the quantitative relationship between SU and MU
activity in V1.
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Finally, to determine the potential contribution of V1 neurons
to detection, we examined choice probability (CP), which is the
trial-to-trial covariation between V1 activity and behavioral
choices.

Specifically, we addressed four primary questions: (1) How
much task-related information is carried by V1 neurons? (2)
How similar is the performance of simple models that base their
decisions on the activity of V1 neurons to the monkeys’ perfor-
mance? (3) Are MU responses consistent with the sum of SU
responses? and (4) Is variability in V1 responses correlated with
variability in behavioral performance? Importantly, significant
CP has not been observed in V1 in previous studies (Nienborg
and Cumming, 2006).

Materials and Methods
Subjects and surgery
Three monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used in this study. Monkeys un-
derwent two surgical procedures. In the first procedure, a head-
restraining device was implanted, and two custom-designed recording
chambers were positioned over the skull above V1 in both hemispheres.
After a recovery period, the animal went through an extensive period of
training on the visual detection task. Animals were trained using stan-
dard operant conditioning techniques in which water and juice were used
as positive rewards. During training and recording sessions (2–5 h long),
each animal was seated comfortably in a primate chair with its head
restrained. Once the animal reached a stable level of performance on the
task, a second surgery was performed to prepare the monkey for optical
and electrophysiological recordings. In this surgery, a cranial window
was opened, and the dura was resected and replaced by a transparent
artificial dura (Arieli et al., 2002). Within several weeks after this surgical
procedure, the animal’s dura healed and formed a tight seal around a
silicone ring extending out from the artificial dura, leaving a central
region clear for optical and electrophysiological recordings. The chamber
was covered by a transparent plastic cover with a small hole plugged by a
rubber gasket.

The animals used in this study were also used
in voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging experi-
ments (Chen et al., 2006). Some electrophysio-
logical recordings were conducted simulta-
neously with the imaging experiments, but
most were conducted in separate sessions. We
did not find significant differences in behav-
ioral or neural performance between experi-
ments in which electrophysiological recordings
were conducted separately or simultaneously
with VSD imaging. In addition, we did not ob-
serve any systematic changes in neuronal or be-
havioral sensitivities as a function of the num-
ber of VSD imaging sessions conducted before
the electrophysiological recordings. These re-
sults suggest that VSD imaging does not have a
short-term or a long-term effect on behavioral
and neuronal detection sensitivities.

All surgical procedures were performed un-
der deep anesthesia, using strictly sterile tech-
niques, in a dedicated surgical suite. All proce-
dures were approved by the University of Texas
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
and conformed to National Institutes of Health
standards.

Task and visual stimulus
Each trial began when the animal achieved fix-
ation in a small window (�2° full width)
around a 0.1 � 0.1° central fixation point dis-
played against a uniform gray background (Fig.
1 A, first panel). After the initial fixation period,
the fixation point dimmed (Fig. 1 A, third
panel). In the target-absent trials (50% of tri-

als), the monkey had to maintain gaze on the fixation point for an addi-
tional 1200 ms to receive the reward. In the target-present trials (50% of
trials), the monkey was rewarded for making a saccade to the location of
the Gabor target. The Gabor target appeared at a fixed location 300 ms
after the dimming of the fixation point (Fig. 1 A, fourth panel) and was
removed 300 ms later or after the monkey detected the target. To get the
reward, the monkey had to make a saccadic eye movement to the target
within 600 ms of its onset (but at least 70 ms after target onset) and
maintain gaze on the target location for 300 ms.

The parameters of the Gabor patch were adjusted to match the pre-
ferred parameters of the recorded SU or MU [mean eccentricity, 4.23°;
range across experiments, 2.0 –9.2°; mean � of Gabor patch, 0.37°; range,
0.167– 0.667°; mean spatial frequency, 1.90 cycles per degree (c.p.d.);
range, 0.62– 4.37 c.p.d.; no orientation bias seen]. These parameters were
not changed within a block of trials. Four to seven contrast levels (min-
imum of 2% up to a maximum of 50%) were used for the target, encom-
passing the animal’s detection threshold. Within a block of trials, target-
present trials at different contrasts were randomly interleaved with an
equal number of target-absent trials.

Visual stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected high-end 21 inch
color display at a fixed mean luminance of 30 cd/m2. The display subtended
20.5 � 15.4° at a viewing distance of 108 cm, had a pixel resolution of 1024 �
768, had 30-bit color depth, and had a refresh rate of 100 Hz.

Electrophysiology
A tungsten microelectrode (0.5–1.5 M�; Frederick Haer Company,
Bowdoinham, ME) ensheathed in a protective metal guide tube was low-
ered to just above V1 through a rubber gasket positioned within a trans-
parent plastic cover sealing the recording chamber. Once the guide tube
penetrated the rubber gasket, we advanced the electrode until it extended
out from the guide tube by 3–5 mm and then locked it in place. We then
advanced the electrode through the artificial dura with a hydraulic mi-
crodrive (Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) until a single neuron and/or a cluster
of MU was isolated. A dual slope/height window discriminator (Bak
Electronics, Germantown, MD) was used to isolate spikes from single
neurons. A second independent window was used to accept spikes from

Figure 1. Visual detection task. A, The monkey initially shifted gaze to a fixation point at the center of the screen. The fixation
point then dimmed. Three hundred milliseconds later, a target could appear in the periphery. The monkey was allowed to make
a saccade to the target location as soon as it had detected the target. Three hundred milliseconds later, the target was extin-
guished, but the monkey could still make a saccade to the target for another 300 ms. B, Time line for computing mean firing rates
and spike counts. Mean firing rates and spike counts were computed over a period starting 36 ms after target onset and ending 20
ms before the monkey’s saccade to the target [allowing for motor preparation (Motor Prep.) time] or 200 ms [maximal (max)
integration time] after target onset, whichever came first. In this example, the rate/count was computed over just the light gray
bar. The dark gray bar shows the overlap between the maximal integration interval and the motor preparation interval (black bar).
C, Psychometric function describing how often the monkey reported the presence of the Gabor target as a function of the contrast
of the target. The solid line is the best-fit Weibull function (see Materials and Methods). The dashed vertical line indicates the
monkey’s threshold. Note that threshold is defined as the contrast at which performance is 75% correct combined across target-
present and target-absent trials. Because the false-alarm rate in this experiment was close to zero, threshold is the contrast at
which the hit rate was �50%. The horizontal error bar is a 95% confidence interval of the threshold based on a bootstrap analysis
(see Materials and Methods). The overall accuracy of the monkey in this experiment is indicated. Prob., Probability.
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several neurons, so MU activity could be recorded concurrently with SU
activity.

When recording SU and MU simultaneously, spikes from the SU
channel were excluded from the events of the MU channel. Across exper-
iments, the slope and the delay of the slope/height window discriminator
were manually adjusted to maximize the chance of detecting spikes. We
used the lower threshold of the height window to control the rate of
acceptance of a voltage deflection as MU events. The position of this
criterion is arbitrary. A high criterion is likely to lead to acceptance of
spikes from a small number of single neurons that are near the tip of the
electrode. A lower criterion is likely to lead to acceptance of spikes from
a larger number of neurons but potentially also to acceptance of some
voltage deflections that are not attributable to action potentials. One of
the goals of the current study was to examine the effect of pool size on
neural performance in the detection task. We therefore varied the level of
the lower criterion of the height window across experiments, aiming to
sample MU sites with a wide range of pool sizes. Because the number of
neurons that contribute to the MU activity is likely to be related to the
level of baseline (spontaneous) MU activity, we adjusted the criterion to
obtain different levels of baseline MU activity at different recording sites.
Across our data set, the range of MU baseline firing rates was �1.2
events/s to �160 events/s. The SU baseline firing rates obtained in our
study ranged from �0.11 spikes/s to �3.67 spikes/s, with the median SU
baseline firing rate at 1.70 spikes/s.

After isolation, we qualitatively analyzed the receptive field properties
of the recorded neuron(s). If recording from both an SU and an MU
cluster simultaneously, the stimulus was modified to maximize the single
neuron responses. This was done using a custom software package (cour-
tesy of G. DeAngelis, Washington University, St. Louis, MO) that allowed
interactive variation of the parameters (location, size, orientation, and
spatial frequency) of a sinusoidal grating while monitoring neural re-
sponses. Based on the initial analysis of the receptive field properties, we
performed an additional quantitative assessment using a sine-wave grat-
ing presented for 300 ms for a minimum of five trials per condition to
identify the preferred orientation of the neuron(s). At some of the sites,
we also quantitatively assessed the preferred size (at a fixed spatial fre-
quency of 3 c.p.d.) and spatial frequency (with size fixed at the preferred
value) of the recorded neuron(s). To assess the preferred size and spatial
frequency, a block of trials with Gabor patches of various sizes or spatial
frequencies was run. The smallest size or lowest spatial frequency that
gave the maximal response was used for the target detection block. In
general, the size increased, and the spatial frequency decreased with in-
creased receptive field eccentricity (supplemental Fig. 1, available at ww-
w.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Bandwidth did not change
systematically across eccentricity.

Analysis of behavioral data
For a target-present trial, the trial was scored a hit if the monkey made an
eye movement to the target within the specified time frame (70 – 600 ms
after target onset), and the trial was scored a miss if the monkey failed to
shift its gaze out of the fixation window. For target-absent trials, the trial
was scored a correct rejection if the monkey maintained fixation for the
entire length of the trial. The trial was scored a false alarm if the monkey
moved its gaze toward the target location. If the animal made a saccade
outside of the specified time frame, or made a saccade to a non-target
location, the trial was immediately aborted and not used for behavioral
or neurophysiological analysis. RT for hits and false alarms was denoted
as the duration of the interval between target onset and the time at which
the monkey’s gaze first left the fixation window (en route to the target
location).

Behavioral performance was fitted using maximum likelihood estima-
tion by a modified cumulative Weibull function (Green and Swets,
1966):

P(C)�1�(1��)�e �(C /a ) �,

where P( C) is the probability that the subject would report that the target
was present as a function of target contrast C; � and � are the offset and
slope terms, respectively; and � is the false-alarm rate. The detection
threshold ( T) was defined as the target contrast at which the monkey was

75% accurate taking into account both the hit and the false-alarm rates.
The overall accuracy was defined as the rate at which the monkey cor-
rectly performed the task across all of the trials: accuracy � (#hits �
#correct rejects)/#total trials.

Behavior monitoring and data acquisition were performed by a per-
sonal computer (PC) running software for real-time neurophysiological
recordings from alert animals (Tempo; Reflective Computing, St. Louis,
MO). This computer interfaced with an infrared eye-tracker (Dr. Bouis
Devices, Karlsruhe, Germany) for high-quality analog eye position mon-
itoring. Eye position signals were sampled with 16-bit resolution at 250
Hz. Electrophysiological signals were sampled at 1 kHz. The data acqui-
sition computer also interfaced with the system used to acquire electro-
physiological data (Bak Electronics, Mount Airy, MD). In addition, this
computer controlled a dedicated PC with a high-end graphics card that
was used for stimulus presentation.

Analysis of physiological data
Integration period. Neural responses were integrated during a short pe-
riod that started 36 ms after stimulus onset and ended at variable times
depending on the monkey’s RT (Fig. 1 B). We selected 36 ms for the
beginning of the integration period because it was approximately the
shortest latency of the response to high-contrast targets. The default
maximal time for the integration interval was 200 ms after stimulus
onset. However, if the RT for a trial was �220 ms, the integration period
ended 20 ms before the monkey initiated the saccade to the target. We
ended the integration period 20 ms before the saccade to allow for suffi-
cient time between the formation of a decision and the monkey’s actual
eye movement. We refer to this 20 ms period as the minimal motor
response time (MMRT). We also considered other possible values of
MMRT and maximal integration time. In addition, we compared results
obtained using variable integration times with results obtained using a
fixed integration time.

Jackknife procedure. We used a jackknife procedure to ensure that we
did not overestimate the performance of the ideal observer (see Results).
In this procedure, a separate analysis was performed for each of the n
trials in an experiment. For each trial, an optimal criterion was estab-
lished based on the remaining n � 1 trials. The criterion was then applied
to the spike count/rate value from the single excluded trial. The trial was
classified as correct if the spike count/rate exceeded the criterion for a
target-present trial, or if it was below the criterion for a target-absent
trial. This procedure was repeated for every trial in an experiment to
obtain the neurometric function.

Bootstrap analysis. We performed two types of bootstrap tests. In the
first test, we determined whether a single parameter (overall accuracy, T,
�, or �) was significantly different between the neurometric and psycho-
metric functions. In the second more stringent test, we asked whether the
overall shapes of the two functions were significantly different, taking
into account all of the parameters of the neurometric and psychometric
functions simultaneously.

To generate new bootstrap samples for the behavioral and the neural
performances, each point on the neurometric and psychometric func-
tions was replaced by drawing a random number from a binomial distri-
bution with parameters n and p, where n is the number of trials and p is
the proportion of trials in which the subject reported that the target was
present for that contrast level. The new data points were then fitted with
the modified Weibull function to give new estimates for overall accuracy,
T, �, and �. This procedure was repeated 1000 times to give distributions
of estimates for each parameter. To determine whether a given parameter
was significantly different between the two functions, the 1000 bootstrap
samples from each function were paired, and the distribution of the
differences between them was computed. The p value was estimated as
the proportion of the differences that fell below zero (if the median
difference was positive) or above zero (if the median difference was
negative).

To determine whether the overall shapes of the two functions were
significantly different, we combined the three parameters used to de-
scribe the neurometric and psychometric functions (T, �, and �) into a
single variable using linear discriminant analysis (Duda et al., 2001). We
then measured the distance (in units of d�) between these two distribu-
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tions. To determine the statistical significance of this distance, we re-
placed the second function with another binomial draw from the values
of the first function. We then used the same method to compute the
distance between these two functions. We repeated this analysis 1000
times, to obtain a “null” distribution of distances. The p value for the
distance between the two original functions was computed as the pro-
portion of distances in the null distribution that exceeded the measured
distance.

To find the criterion that minimizes the difference between the neu-
rometric and psychometric functions, we used the procedure described
above to compute d� between the neurometric and psychometric func-
tions for each possible criterion and selected the criterion that minimized
d�.

Monte Carlo analysis of independent SU. We simulated the perfor-
mance of a pool of independent, similarly tuned SU using a simple Monte
Carlo analysis. To simulate a pool of N units, N SU were randomly
chosen (with replacement) from the set of recorded single neurons. To
simulate a single trial, the response of each neuron was randomly selected
from the responses of the neuron at that contrast, and the pooled re-
sponse on that trial was computed as the sum of the responses from the N
neurons. Each simulated experiment included 20 trials for each of five
target contrasts and 100 blank trials. We then computed the neurometric
function from these simulated pooled neural responses and extracted the
fitted parameters of the neurometric function. These steps were repeated
100 times with different random pools of the same size, and the mean and
SD of the parameters for the neurometric functions were noted. The
above steps were repeated for pool sizes of two neurons up to 33 neurons.

Analysis of CP
We performed a separate CP analysis for target-present trials (hits vs
misses) and for target-absent trials (correct rejects vs false alarms). For
each SU and MU site, only target contrasts for which at least three trials
were obtained in each behavioral category were analyzed. For a given
contrast, firing rates in all trials (regardless of behavior) were first con-
verted into z-scores by subtracting the mean response and dividing by the
response SD. z-score values were then combined across contrasts to form
two distributions for the two possible behaviors (say hits vs misses). CP
values were computed for each site as the area under the receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curve (Green and Swets, 1966) between these
two combined distributions. To equate the integration times of hits and
misses, misses were randomly assigned integration times from the distri-
bution of RTs on the hit trials from the same contrast condition. This
procedure was repeated 1000 times, and the mean CP was reported for
each site. The same method was used for the target-absent condition
(correct rejects were assigned false alarm integration times). Significance
of the CP was assessed using a permutation test (Britten et al., 1996).

Analysis of eye movements
We investigated the effects of four indicators of eye movements during
the period in which neural responses were averaged: (1) average distance
from the fixation point, (2) average distance from the target, (3) average
velocity, and (4) maximal instantaneous velocity. The average distances
are the mean distance between the center of gaze and the fixation point or
the target location during the integration period. The average velocity is

the overall distance the eye moved during the
integration period divided by its duration. In-
stantaneous velocity is the maximum instanta-
neous velocity of the eye during the integration
period.

To determine whether eye movements affect
the relative neural and behavioral sensitivities,
we split each experiment in half and computed
overall accuracy for the half containing the tri-
als with the lower-than-median eye movement
values and the half with the higher-than-
median eye movement values for each of the
four indicators (Table 1). Ten experiments were
excluded from this analysis because splitting the
data to two halves left too few trials to evaluate
the performances of the model and the monkey.

To examine the potential contribution of eye movements to CPs, we
determined whether neural responses were significantly correlated with
the four eye movement indicators.

Neuron database
The results here are based on 62 MU recordings and 33 SU recordings.
SU/MU recordings had to meet three criteria to be included in our anal-
ysis: (1) minimum of eight repetitions per condition; (2) overall behav-
ioral accuracy within 70 –95% (so that we could reliably estimate the
parameters of the psychometric function); and (3) stable baseline neural
activity across the entire block (discussed below). Of the 55 single neu-
rons that were initially screened, 22 were excluded because isolation was
not maintained for long enough to collect a minimum of eight repeti-
tions per condition. All of the original 78 MU experiments resulted in
eight repetitions per condition. Four experiments were excluded based
on the behavioral accuracy falling outside of the accepted range. In ad-
dition, the recordings of 12 MU experiments were found to be unstable
over time.

To assess the stability of the MU responses across a block of trials,
baseline activity for each trial was computed as the spike rate in the 300
ms interval before the fixation point dimming. Baseline activity was av-
eraged over bins of 10 consecutive trials. Then, the trial order was ran-
domly shuffled, and again, baseline activity was averaged over bins of 10
consecutive trials. This was done 1000 times to obtain 95% confidence
intervals on the baseline measurement. If a significant number of the
original data points (bins of 10 trials) fell outside of the 95% confidence
interval, then the block was considered unstable and removed from the
database. We used the binomial distribution to determine how many
times the data had to fall outside of the 95% confidence interval to be
considered significantly unstable.

Results
Monkeys were trained to detect a small oriented visual target and
indicate target presence by shifting gaze to the target location as
soon as it was detected (Fig. 1A). The target appeared in half of
the trials. In the remaining target-absent trials, the monkey was
rewarded for maintaining fixation. Target contrast was randomly
selected from several contrast levels spanning the monkey’s de-
tection threshold.

While the monkey performed the detection task, we used ex-
tracellular recording techniques to measure the activity of SU and
MU in V1. The results reported here are based on recordings
from 33 SU and 62 MU sites in five hemispheres of three mon-
keys. To maximize the probability that the recorded neurons
would contribute to performance in the task, at each recording
site, the stimulus was tailored to match the preferred stimulus
parameters of the recorded neuron(s) (see Materials and
Methods).

We started our analysis by assessing the behavioral sensitivity
of the monkey and comparing it with the detection sensitivity
that can be supported by the activity of SU and MU in V1. Next,

Table 1. Effect of eye movements on neural and behavioral accuracies

Overall accuracy 50% best 50% worst Mean difference p value (t test)

Monkey
Mean distance from fixation 79.25% 78.50% 0.75% 0.50
Mean distance from target 78.45% 79.44% �0.99% 0.35
Mean velocity 78.84% 78.83% 0.01% 0.99
Instant. velocity 78.77% 79.15% �0.38% 0.72

Model
Mean distance from fixation 74.55% 71.90% 2.65% 0.09
Mean distance from target 74.34% 72.54% 1.80% 0.24
Mean velocity 73.71% 73.00% 0.71% 0.63
Instant. velocity 73.77% 72.41% 1.36% 0.40

Instant., Instantaneous.
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we compared the shapes of the neurometric and psychometric
functions. We then proceeded to analyze the quantitative rela-
tionship between the SU and the MU responses. Finally, we ex-
amined the trial-to-trial covariation between V1 activity and be-
havioral choices.

Assessing behavioral detection sensitivity
Figure 1C shows the behavioral performance of the monkey in
one experiment. Each point represents the proportion of trials in
which the monkey indicated that the target was present as a func-
tion of target contrast. Target contrast of zero represents the half
of the trials in which the target was absent. Performance was fitted
with a psychometric function (solid black line) derived from a
modified Weibull function (Quick, 1974) (see Materials and
Methods). We assessed the detection sensitivity of the monkey
with two measures: detection threshold (T), which was defined as
the target contrast at which performance was 75% correct (com-
bined across target-present and target-absent trials), and overall
accuracy (overall percentage correct across a block of trials). The
monkey’s detection threshold in this experiment is depicted with
a vertical dashed line (Fig. 1C).

The time it took the monkey to initiate a saccade to the loca-
tion of the target depended on the target contrast. Figure 2A
shows the mean RT of the three monkeys at different target con-
trasts collapsed across all experiments. As target contrast was
lowered, average RTs became significantly longer (significance
test for regression slope; p � 0.008). These results suggest that
longer durations are required to reach perceptual decisions re-
garding the presence of the target at lower target contrasts.

Interestingly, the average RT in target-absent trials (false
alarms) was shorter than the average RT at low target contrasts.
This difference, however, was attributable to the fact that in many
experiments the monkey made almost no false alarms, and in
those experiments RTs tended to be longer. In fact, in the subset
of experiments with false-alarm rates 	15%, RTs were very short
even at the lowest target contrasts (Fig. 2B). In this subset of the
experiments, average RTs were indistinguishable in false alarms
and in target-present conditions with hit rates comparable to the
false-alarm rates (paired t test, p � 0.74; n � 18). These results
suggest that, in some experiments, the monkey tended to make
fast saccades to the target location even in the absence of suffi-
cient sensory evidence. Such “fast guesses” could explain the drop
in the average RT in false-alarm trials.

Fast guesses could also lead to a drop in the monkey’s detec-
tion sensitivity. This effect, however, appears to be small. In the
two animals with significant false-alarm rates, behavioral thresh-

olds in experiments with above the median false-alarm rates were
not significantly different from behavioral thresholds in experi-
ments with below the median false-alarm rates (paired t test, p 	
0.1 for both monkeys).

Target eccentricities varied across sites from �2 to �9°.
Across our data set as a whole, behavioral detection thresholds
tended to increase with stimulus eccentricity (Fig. 3A). This was
true despite the fact that the parameters of the visual target were
matched to the preferred parameters of the neuron(s) at the re-
cording site and therefore increased in size and decreased in spa-
tial frequency with increasing eccentricities (supplemental Fig. 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

To compare the monkey’s detection sensitivity with the detec-
tion sensitivity of SU and MU in V1, we next used an ideal ob-
server analysis that allowed us to evaluate the neural responses
with the same metrics used to describe the monkey’s
performance.

Ideal observer analysis of neural detection sensitivity
We used the responses of one SU site and one MU site as example
experiments (Fig. 4). Both SU and MU responses in the example
experiments increased monotonically with target contrast. We
used a simple model based on signal detection theory (Green and
Swets, 1966) to quantify the detection sensitivity that could be
supported by these neural signals. Specifically, the model allowed
spiking activity in single trials to be converted into decisions
about the presence or the absence of the target.

Neural responses of SU or MU sites were first integrated over
a short temporal window (median duration, 137 ms) that started
36 ms after stimulus onset and ended either 20 ms before the
onset of the monkey’s saccadic response, allowing for a MMRT,
or 200 ms after stimulus onset, whichever occurred first (Fig. 1B)
(see Materials and Methods).

We initially considered two models for detecting the target
from the neural responses in single trials. The first model (sum-
mation) used the raw integrated responses to detect the target. In
the second model (rate), the integrated responses in each trial
were divided by the duration of the integration interval (which
varied from trial to trial) to obtain an average spike/event rate.

Spike counts and spike rates were compiled into separate his-
tograms for each target contrast (Fig. 5A,B, summation, C,D,
rate), with target-present trials shown as filled bars alongside
distributions of an equivalent number of target-absent trials
(open bars). There was almost no overlap between the spike
count and spike rate distributions in target-present and target-
absent trials at the highest target contrast (Fig. 5A–D, top panels).
As the target contrast was lowered, significant overlap was seen.

Our primary goal here was to compare the neural sensitivity
implied by the distributions in Figure 5A–D with the behavioral
sensitivity of the monkey. A common measure of the detection
sensitivity implied by two distributions is the area under the ROC
curve (Green and Swets, 1966). This measure, however, cannot
be applied to the distributions in Figure 5A–D because in our
task, the monkey did not know in advance what would be the
contrast of the target. Computing a separate ROC value for each
contrast is equivalent to allowing the observer to select a different
criterion at each contrast. In our task, however, the monkey has
to adopt a single criterion that would apply to all target contrasts.
We can find the optimal single criterion for the distributions in
Figure 5A–D by comparing the distribution of responses in all
target-present trials (combined across all target contrasts) with
the distribution of responses in all target-absent trials (Fig. 5A–D,
bottom panels). The ideal observer model used a criterion (Fig.
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Figure 2. Mean RTs. A, Mean RTs as a function of binned target contrast collapsed across all
experiments (n � 74). Data points lie in the middle of the bin. B, Mean RTs for experiments in
which the false-alarm rate was above 15% (n � 21). RTs at target contrast equal to zero
correspond to false-alarm trials. Target contrast bins are (0, 2–3, 4 – 6, 7–10, 11–15, 16 –20,
21�). Solid line represents best linear fit of mean RT as a function of log contrast in target-
present trials. Error bars are SEs across experiments.
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5A–D, dashed vertical lines) that minimized the total number of
errors (misses plus false alarms). Once the optimal criterion had
been selected, it was used to determine what percentage of trials
the model would classify as target-present for each target contrast
(Fig. 5E,F, gray symbols). The same modified Weibull function
used to fit the monkey’s behavioral data was used to fit the neural
data and construct neurometric functions for the two models
(Fig. 5E,F, gray curves). From these neurometric functions, we
computed the detection threshold and the overall accuracy for
the summation and rate models.

To ensure that we did not overestimate the detection sensitiv-
ity of the neuron(s), the analysis was performed for each trial
separately using a jackknife procedure (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993) (see Materials and Methods).

Similar to the behavioral thresholds, neural detection thresh-
olds were correlated with stimulus eccentricity (Fig. 3B) for both
SU and MU. As stimulus eccentricity increased, neural detection
threshold also tended to increase. This is somewhat surprising
because the parameters of the visual target were matched to the
preferred parameters of the recorded neuron(s). The ratios of the
neural to behavioral threshold were not significantly correlated
with eccentricity (Fig. 3C), indicating that eccentricity had a sim-
ilar effect on neural and behavioral sensitivity in our data set.

Comparing neural and behavioral detection sensitivities
In the example SU site, the performance of both models was
comparable to that of the monkey (overall accuracy of summa-
tion model, 80%; rate model, 82%; monkey, 83%). In the exam-
ple MU site, the summation model performed significantly worse
than the monkey (overall accuracy of summation model, 67% vs
monkey, 79%; bootstrap test, p � 0.008). The performance of the
rate model, in contrast, was comparable to that of the monkey
(overall accuracy, 78%).

Across our data set, the summation model was significantly
less accurate than the monkey (Table 2). This was true whether
the neural performance was based on SU or MU responses. The
average accuracy of the rate model, on the other hand, was not
significantly different from the average accuracy of the monkey
(Table 2, Fig. 6A) for both SU and MU.

Additional analysis (discussed below) indicated that the accu-
racy of the summation model could not be significantly im-
proved by integrating neural responses over shorter or longer
intervals. These results demonstrate that a model that bases its
decisions on spike counts of SU or MU in V1 is relatively ineffi-
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Figure 3. The relationship between target eccentricity and behavioral and neuronal detec-
tion thresholds. A, Scatter plot of behavioral thresholds as a function of target eccentricity.
Because the target parameters were matched to the preferred parameters of the recorded V1
neuron(s), the size of the target increased with eccentricity, and the spatial frequency decreased
with eccentricity (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). B, Scatter plot of neural detection thresholds for the rate model versus target eccentricity.
C, Scatter plot of the ratio of neural over behavioral detection thresholds versus target eccen-
tricity. Black data points are MU, and gray data points are SU. Black lines show the best-fit linear
regressions for the MU data, and the gray lines show the best-fit linear regressions for the SU
data. The Pearson correlation coefficient r and its significance value p are indicated in each panel
for SU and MU separately. contr., Contrast.
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Figure 4. Peristimulus time histograms from two representative recording sites. A, SU. B,
MU. Neural responses were averaged over repetitions (n � 10 for each target contrast; n � 50
for target-absent trials). Bin size is 25 ms, and data points lie in the middle of the bin period.
Vertical blue lines denote stimulus onset (time 0) and offset (time 300 ms). For conditions with
at least four hits, colored arrows indicate the median RT. Horizontal black lines denote typical
times of neural integration. The key shows target contrasts; 0% contrast � target-absent trials.
SU and MU recordings are from different sites. sp, Spikes.
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cient and is inconsistent with the mon-
key’s performance in the detection task.
The rate model, however, showed an aver-
age detection sensitivity that was compa-
rable to that of the monkey. We therefore
proceeded to quantitatively compare the
shape of the neurometric functions of the
rate model with the shape of the psycho-
metric functions.

In the example experiments, the detec-
tion thresholds of the rate model (T �
5.0% in the SU site; T � 6.62% in the MU
site) were also comparable to the monkey’s
detection thresholds (T � 5.2% in the SU
site; T � 7.25% in the MU site). Across all
experiments, average detection thresholds
were slightly lower for the monkey than for
the rate model for both SU and MU (Table
2, Fig. 6B).

Behavioral and neural thresholds var-
ied somewhat between the three monkeys.
In particular, one monkey had signifi-
cantly lower neural and behavioral thresh-
olds than the other two animals, probably
because of the lower eccentricities of the
recording sites in this animal (Table 3).

In the 21 experiments in which both SU
and MU were recorded simultaneously
from the same microelectrode, there was
no significant difference between SU and
MU in overall accuracy and threshold un-
der the rate model (Table 4). The quanti-
tative relationship between SU and MU
activity is further analyzed below.

Our finding that the detection sensi-
tivities of SU and MU in V1 using the
rate model were comparable to the mon-
key’s detection sensitivity demonstrates that
V1 neurons are highly sensitive to stimuli
near detection threshold even when using
brief, behaviorally relevant integration peri-
ods. In addition, it also shows that detection
sensitivity of SU is comparable to that of
MU.

Quantitative comparison of the shapes
of the neurometric and
psychometric functions
Although the overall accuracies and thresholds of the monkey
and the rate model were comparable in the example experiments,
there were significant differences in the shapes of the neurometric
and psychometric functions. In the SU recording site (Fig. 5E),
the slope (�) of the neurometric function for the rate model was
significantly shallower than the slope of the psychometric func-
tion ( p � 0.012, bootstrap test) (see Materials and Methods). In
the MU recording site (Fig. 5F), the neural false-alarm rate (�) of
the rate model was significantly higher than the monkey’s false-
alarm rate ( p � 0.022, bootstrap test).

Across our data set, we found systematic differences between
the shapes of the psychometric and the neurometric functions
(Table 2). Most notably, the slopes of the neurometric functions
tended to be significantly lower than those of the psychometric
functions (Table 2, Fig. 6C), demonstrating that task difficulty affects

neural and behavioral performances differently. These results indi-
cate that the performance of an ideal observer model that bases its
decision on the spike rate of a SU or a small pool of neurons in V1,
although highly sensitive, is inconsistent with the behavioral perfor-
mance of the monkey.

An additional difference between the neurometric and psy-
chometric functions was that for many of the SU sites the neuro-
metric function had a lower false-alarm rate than the monkey
(Fig. 6D). The reason for this low false-alarm rate is simple. For
many SU, in the vast majority of target-absent trials the neuron
did not fire at all during the short integration interval (Fig. 5A).
Because the ideal observer had to use a criterion that was larger
than zero, the false-alarm rate of the ideal observer was typically
very low. Because the level of baseline activity was much higher
for MU sites, a rate model that based its decisions on MU activity
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Figure 5. Response distributions and neurometric/psychometric functions. A, Distributions of spike counts for target-present
trials (filled bars) and target-absent trials (open bars) from the SU recording session shown in Figure 4 A. Spikes were counted
during the integration period described in Figure 1 B. B, MU spike counts from the recording session shown in Figure 4 B. Dashed
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had an average false-alarm rate comparable to that of the monkey
(Table 2, Fig. 6D).

Similar results were obtained in a site-by-site bootstrap anal-
ysis that compared the overall shape of the neurometric and psy-
chometric functions (simultaneously taking into account T, �,
and �; see Materials and Methods). In the majority of the SU sites
(26 of 33) and MU sites (51 of 62), the psychometric and neuro-
metric functions were found to be significantly different.

The models that we considered so far used the optimal crite-
rion to separate target-present from target-absent trials. In real-
ity, the monkey may not be able to use the optimal criterion to
perform the detection task. We therefore determined whether
suboptimal criteria could provide a significantly better match
between the psychometric and neurometric functions. For each
SU and MU site, we varied the detection criterion and found the
criterion that produced a neurometric function that was most
consistent with the psychometric function (see Materials and
Methods). We then compared the average parameters of the psy-
chometric function with the average parameters of these new
neurometric functions (Table 5).

For the SU and MU sites, the neurometric functions were still
significantly shallower, on average, than the psychometric func-
tions even when using the criterion that minimized the difference
between the neurometric and psychometric functions at each
site. Furthermore, the accuracies of the model were now signifi-
cantly lower, on average, than the accuracies of the monkey
(Table 5).

The most consistent difference between the neurometric and
psychometric functions was the steeper slopes of the psychomet-
ric functions. For the vast majority of the SU (30 of 33) and the
MU (45 of 62) sites, no criterion (optimal or suboptimal) could
be found that would produce a neurometric function with an
equal or steeper slope and an equal or lower threshold than those
of the monkey.

In addition, we performed a simple Monte Carlo analysis to
examine how the shape of the neurometric function changes as a
function of the size of a pool of independent, similarly tuned SU
(see Materials and Methods). The performances of simulated
pools of different sizes were compared with the average perfor-
mance of the monkey (Fig. 7, solid horizontal lines). As the size of
the pool increased, the accuracy of the pooled response became
higher and the threshold became lower, exceeding the monkey’s
detection sensitivity for pools of eight or more neurons (Fig.
7A,B). False-alarm rates initially increased but then decreased to
a level lower than that of the monkey at large pool sizes. In the

range of five to seven pooled SU, the aver-
age accuracy, threshold, and false-alarm
rate for the pooled responses were all com-
parable to those of the monkey, yet the
slope of the neurometric function re-
mained lower than the slope of the mon-
key’s psychometric function. In fact, there
was no pool size for which the slopes could
be matched. We consider possible ways in
which the neurometric function could be
steepened in the Discussion.

The dashed horizontal lines in Figure 7
show the average parameters of the neuro-
metric functions based on MU responses.
The average detection sensitivity of the
MU responses was significantly lower than
the predicted detection sensitivity based
on simulations of pools of eight or more

independent and similarly tuned SU. Additional analysis of the
quantitative relationship between SU and MU responses de-
scribed below revealed some possible sources for this
discrepancy.

Overall, our results demonstrate significant inconsistencies
between neural and behavioral performances when using models
that base their decisions on spike counts or spike rates of SU or
MU in V1. In general, the performance of models based on MU
activity was more similar to the performance of the monkey (Ta-
bles 2, 4, 5). These results suggest that perceptual performance in
our detection task is based on signals provided by a larger and/or
a more widely distributed population of neurons than the ones
recorded by our MU signals.

Effect of varying integration period parameters
To test the robustness of our results, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of the rate and summation models using various values for
the maximal integration time and MMRT. Although there was a
slight improvement in the average accuracy of the rate and sum-
mation (count) models based on SU activity when using a max-
imal integration time longer than 200 ms (Fig. 8A), the improve-
ment was not significant. The rate model based on the MU
activity also did not improve significantly for maximal integra-
tion times above 200 ms (Fig. 8B). In contrast, the accuracy of the
summation model based on the MU activity peaked for a maxi-
mal integration time of �150 ms and dropped for longer or
shorter values. Thresholds for the rate model based on SU and
MU sites were very high for low maximal integration times and
did not decrease much beyond a maximal integration time of 200
ms (Fig. 8C,D).

When higher MMRT values (30 – 60 ms) were used, overall
accuracy of both models decreased significantly (Fig. 8E,F), with
the summation model performing consistently worse than the
rate model, and threshold increased significantly (Fig. 8G,H).
Most of this decrease in performance for longer MMRT came
from the high-contrast target conditions (usually 25% target
contrast), where the model in many experiments performed well
below 100% and sometimes worse than at lower target contrasts.
Because RTs were very short on high-contrast trials (Fig. 2), as-
suming a long MMRT left extremely short intervals for the eval-
uation of neural signals in such trials, which led to decreases in
performance.

Because many of the monkey’s RTs were shorter than 200 ms,
it was often the case that target-absent trials had longer integra-
tion periods than target-present trials. To exclude any potential

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of the psychometric functions with the ideal-observer neurometric functions

Physiology mean (SEM) Behavior mean (SEM) p value (t test)

Accuracy (% correct)
Rate model (SU) 75.66% (1.26%) 78.62% (1.11%) 0.082
Summation model (SU) 72.31% (1.18%) 78.62% (1.11%) �0.001
Rate model (MU) 76.83% (1.01%) 78.53% (0.75%) 0.177
Summation model (MU) 69.41% (1.52%) 78.53% (0.75%) �0.001

Threshold (T )
Rate model (SU) 7.29% (0.70%) 6.10% (0.69%) 0.231
Rate model (MU) 7.46% (0.41%) 6.21% (0.36%) 0.046

Slope (�)
Rate model (SU) 3.87 (0.68) 8.43 (0.64) �0.001
Rate model (MU) 4.22 (0.60) 9.18 (0.76) �0.001

False-alarm rate (�)
Rate model (SU) 4.56% (1.16%) 8.13% (1.44%) 0.058
Rate model (MU) 10.26% (1.18%) 9.75% (1.25%) 0.768
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bias because of this variable integration
time, we repeated our analyses using a
fixed integration period of 200 ms (regard-
less of the monkey’s saccade time). The
neurometric functions remain almost
identical under this analysis (supplemen-
tal Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material), demonstrating
that our results are not systematically bi-
ased by the variable integration duration.

The differences in the performance be-
tween the summation and the rate models
were more pronounced for the MU data
than for the SU data (Table 2), particularly
for longer integration times (Fig. 8A,B).
Because the integration durations tended
to be short in target-present trials and
longer in target-absent trials, the addi-
tional integration time reduced the separa-
bility between spike counts from target-
present and target-absent trials but had
little effect on the rate model. The MU re-
sponses were more sensitive to this re-
duced separability because the relative dif-
ferences between the evoked response and
the baseline response were much smaller
for the MU responses than for the SU re-
sponses (see analysis of the quantitative re-
lationship between SU and MU responses
below).

Possible effect of eye movements
Small eye movements within the fixation
window (microsaccades and drifts) could
have affected our detection sensitivity
measurements. Eye movements could
cause the stimulus to move outside of the
receptive field of the recorded neuron(s).
This could lead to a decrement in the neu-
ral performance and could bias the com-
parison of neuronal and behavioral detec-
tion sensitivities if the monkey could
effectively integrate signals from different
eye positions. To rule out this possibility,
for each experiment we used a simple test
to capture the effect (if any) of small, fixa-
tional eye movements during the integra-
tion period. We investigated four indica-
tors of eye movements (see Materials and Methods). For each
indicator, we recalculated the overall accuracies of the monkey
and the rate model for half of the trials with the best fixation and
half of the trials with the worst fixation during the integration
period. Both the monkey and the rate model performed slightly
better on the best fixation trials across all four indicators (Table
1), but these differences were not significant. These results indi-
cate that small eye movements during the integration period are
not likely to have influenced our result.

Quantitative comparison of SU and MU responses
Our results indicate that MU in V1 have detection sensitivities
that are not significantly different from single V1 neurons (Table
4). It is somewhat surprising that MU were not more sensitive
than SU. The results of our simple Monte Carlo simulation (Fig.

7) demonstrate that a pool of eight or more independent and
similarly tuned single neurons would be significantly more sen-
sitive than the average MU site. Similarly, a simple calculation
shows that it is enough to sum responses from two neurons that
have comparable detection sensitivities and are weakly correlated
to obtain a pooled performance that is more sensitive than each
neuron on its own [Chen et al. (2006), their Fig. 3a]. These the-
oretical considerations and the results of our simulations suggest
that the detection sensitivities of the MU responses should have
increased as the number of neurons that contributed to the MU
signal increased. In fact, we found just the opposite (Fig. 9). Sites
with high baseline rates, which were likely to combine signals
from many SU, tended to be less sensitive to the target than sites
with lower baseline rates.

There are at least three ways in which the detection sensitivity

Figure 6. Scatter plots of the parameters of the monkey’s psychometric functions versus the parameters of the neurometric
function for the rate model. A, Overall accuracy. B, Detection threshold ( T ). C, Slope (�). D, False-alarm rate (FA; �). Filled data
points indicate experiments in which a bootstrap test found a significant difference in a parameter value between the monkey and
the neuron(s). Gray squares, MU (n � 62); black triangles, SU (n � 33). Histograms show the ratio of the values for each
parameter, neuron(s)/monkey. To compute the ratio in D, at sites in which the monkey’s false-alarm rate was equal to zero, it was
arbitrarily set to 1%. The filled gray histograms are for MU, and the black outlined histograms are for SU. Arrows (gray, MU; black,
SU) indicate median ratio. Asterisks indicate significant difference between the model and the monkey based on a paired t test.
Diagonal lines are unity lines, not fits to the data.
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of the MU responses could be degraded relative to the detection
sensitivity predicted by our Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. 7).
First, V1 neurons are selective to multiple parameters of the vi-
sual stimulus, and therefore a significant fraction of the neurons
that contribute to the MU activity may carry little or no signal
regarding the target [e.g., neurons for which the stimulus was in
the null phase relative to the receptive field or neurons that are
tuned to higher spatial frequencies (Geisler and Albrecht, 1992;
DeAngelis et al., 1999)]. Such nonselective responses would add
to the baseline of the MU response and to its response variability
and therefore reduce its detection sensitivity. A second possibility
is that the SU that contribute to the MU signal are highly corre-
lated and that these correlations reduce the benefit that can be
attained by summing the responses from multiple neighboring
single neurons. Finally, it is possible that additional sources of
noise that are not attributable to SU spikes contribute to the MU
response and degrade its sensitivity. By evaluating the quantita-
tive relationship between the SU and MU responses, we provide
below an initial attempt to examine each of these possibilities.

To explore the possibility that nonselective SU contribute to
the MU signals, we compared the average baseline and evoked
MU responses with those expected by summation of SU from our
data set. For each SU and MU site, we computed the average
number of spikes during the 200 ms after the time of stimulus

onset at each contrast level. These responses were then fitted with
a Naka-Rashton contrast response function of the following
form:

R
C� � Rmin � 
Rmax � Rmin�
C n

C n � C50
n ,

where C is the target contrast; R(C) is the average number of
spikes at contrast C; Rmin and Rmax are the baseline and maximal
response, respectively; C50 is the half-saturation contrast; and n is
an exponent. In general, this function provided an excellent fit to
the data, accounting for 	95% of the variance for 28 of the 33 SU
sites and 55 of the 62 MU sites.

As expected, baseline and maximal response were much
higher for MU than for SU (median Rmax: SU, 6.72; MU, 30.84;
median Rmin: SU, 0.17; MU, 4.54) (Fig. 10A,B). On the other
hand, contrast response functions for SU and for MU were sim-
ilar in terms of their exponent and half-saturation (median n: SU,
3.81; MU, 3.08; median C50: SU, 8.45; MU, 8.38) (Fig. 10C,D).

If MU activity was the sum of the response of multiple SU that
were all similarly tuned, as more SU were added to the MU pool,
we would have expected both the baseline response Rmin and the
selective response Rmax � Rmin to increase at a similar rate. If, on
the other hand, some of the SU that contributed to the MU signal
were only weakly tuned to the target, those neurons would have
contributed to the baseline response but would have added little
to the selective response. Under the assumption that the MU
signals are the sum of the responses of multiple SU, we can esti-

Table 3. Threshold and stimulus parameters per monkey

Monkey
Mean behavioral
threshold (SEM)

Mean neural
threshold (SEM)

Target eccentricity
(°) (SEM)

Target sigma
(SEM)

Target bandwidth
(SEM)

Target spatial
frequency (c.p.d.) (SEM)

R (n � 32 sites) 7.61 (0.66) 9.35 (0.63) 5.39 (0.21) 0.411 (0.02) 1.23 (0.09) 1.32 (0.07)
P (n � 8 sites) 7.64 (0.64) 8.21 (1.01) 4.98 (0.50) 0.412 (0.04) 1.03 (0.13) 1.62 (0.20)
B (n � 34 sites) 4.49 (0.24) 6.31 (0.61) 3.28 (0.26) 0.279 (0.01) 0.99 (0.08) 2.46 (0.17)

Table 4. Comparison of neurometric functions for SU and MU recorded
simultaneously

Mean (SEM)
p value
(t test)SU (n � 21) MU (n � 21)

Accuracy (% correct)
Rate model 74.39% (1.65%) 77.57% (1.45%) 0.154

Threshold (T)
Rate model 7.28% (0.90%) 6.07% (0.67%) 0.287

Slope (�)
Rate model 4.29 (1.00) 5.08 (1.08) 0.593

False alarm rate (�)
Rate model 5.64% (1.71%) 12.41% (2.45%) 0.029

Table 5. Comparison of the psychometric functions with the neurometric functions
that are most consistent with behavior

Mean (SEM)
p value
(t test)Physiology Behavior

Accuracy (% correct)
Rate model (SU) 73.94% (0.99%) 78.62% (1.11%) 0.003
Rate model (MU) 75.03% (0.90%) 78.53% (0.75%) 0.004

Threshold (T)
Rate model (SU) 7.26% (0.83%) 6.10% (0.69%) 0.291
Rate model (MU) 7.64% (0.45%) 6.21% (0.36%) 0.016

Slope (�)
Rate model (SU) 4.69 (0.75) 8.43 (0.64) 0.003
Rate model (MU) 4.01 (0.43) 9.18 (0.76) �0.001

False-alarm rate (�)
Rate model (SU) 8.41% (1.61%) 8.13% (1.44%) 0.897
Rate model (MU) 15.64% (1.80%) 9.75% (1.25%) 0.009
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mate the expected total number of SU that contribute to each MU
pool, NT, by dividing the Rmin for each MU site with the average
Rmin of the SU sites. Similarly, we can estimate the equivalent
number of SU that could account for the selective component of
the MU response, NS, by dividing the selective response of the
MU site with the average selective response of all the SU sites.

To determine the contribution of selective SU to the MU pool,
we examined the relationship between NS and NT for all the MU
sites. Figure 11A shows a scatter plot of NS versus NT for each of
the MU sites. Surprisingly, NS is much lower than NT. In fact, NS

does not exceed 9 although NT can be as high as a 100. Further-
more, although NS is quite variable, the average NS as a function
of NT saturates at a value of �4. In other words, only 4 SU from
our data set are sufficient, on average, to account for the selective

response of MU sites with baseline activity that corresponds to as
many as a 100 single neurons.

To further examine the relationship between NS and NT, Fig-
ure 11B shows the ratio of NS to NT as a function of NT. As NT

increased, the ratio of NS to NT dropped dramatically, reaching a
mean value of 0.5 at NT of �5 and values well below 0.1 for NT

above 40. These surprising results demonstrate that a large por-
tion of the MU response was not selective to the target even at low
baselines. As the baseline was increased, the fraction of the MU
response that was selective to the target became negligible. This
selective MU response could have been mediated by a small num-
ber of neurons with selectivity comparable to the average SU in
our data set, or by a larger number of less selective neurons.
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Figure 8. Effect of varying the integration period parameters on accuracy and threshold. A,
B, Mean accuracy as a function of the maximal integration time (50 ms up to 450 ms) for SU
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Figure 11 demonstrates that MU activity in our task is incon-
sistent with the sum of the responses of similarly tuned selective
SU. These results imply that as the threshold of the window dis-
criminator was lowered, most of the events that were detected by
the window discriminator were not coming from selective
neurons.

We are left with two options. Either these events came from
spikes of neurons that were not tuned, or were only weakly tuned,
to the target, or alternatively, these events came from sources
other than SU spikes. One potential way to distinguish between
these two possibilities is to examine the response variability of the
SU and MU responses. The variability in the spike count of single
neurons in a short interval is known to be proportional to the
mean, with proportionality constant (also known as Fano factor)
in the range of 1.2–1.6 (Tolhurst et al., 1983; Geisler and Albrecht,
1997). If a large portion of the MU responses was coming from
sources that are not SU spikes, it seems unlikely that these sources
would obey the same variance to mean ratio as the SU.

To compare the Fano factor of the SU and MU responses, for
each SU and MU site we fitted a linear regression to the relation-
ship between the variance to the mean across all contrasts and
took the slope of the regression line to be the Fano factor of the SU
or MU site. The histograms in the right panel of Figure 12 show
the distributions of the Fano factors of the MU and the SU re-
sponses. As with SU, the variance of the MU responses was pro-
portional to the mean over a wide range of baselines with com-
parable Fano factors for SU and MU sites. This result is consistent
with the hypothesis that the MU responses are indeed the sum of
spiking activity of many SU.

To explore the possibility that the SU that contribute to the
MU response are correlated, and that these correlations lead to
further reduction in the sensitivity of the MU responses, we ex-
amined the relationship between the Fano factor and the baseline
of the MU responses. If the MU responses were the sum of N
independent, identical SU responses, the MU Fano factor, FN,
should have been the same as the Fano factor of the SU. If, on the
other hand, the MU signal was the sum of identical SU that were
correlated with a correlation coefficient r, it is easy to show that
the expected Fano factor for the MU responses would have been
equal to the following: FN � F1 � F1(N � 1)r, where F1 is the SU
Fano factor. In other words, if the neurons in the pool that con-
tributed to the MU response were correlated, the Fano factor of
the MU response should have increased linearly with N, with a
slope equal to rF1.

Figure 12 shows a scatter plot of the Fano factors for the SU

and MU sites as a function of NT. The average Fano factor of the
SU (1.34) is comparable to values obtained in previous studies
(Tolhurst et al., 1983; Geisler and Albrecht, 1997). The average
Fano factor of the MU sites is somewhat higher (1.74; t test, p �
0.055 between the SU and MU). The higher average Fano factor
for the MU sites was attributable to the increase in the Fano factor
for higher values of NT. The best-fitting regression line for the
Fano factor of the MU sites as a function of NT is indicated by the
black curve. The slope of this curve corresponds to a very low
correlation value of r � 0.011, suggesting that the SU signals that
contributed to the MU responses were only weakly correlated.

Together, our results suggest that MU responses represent the
summed activity of weakly correlated SU, most of which have low
stimulus selectivity. Increasing the number of the SU that con-
tributed to the MU pool beyond half a dozen neurons hardly
increased the selective component of the MU response but in-
creased significantly the nonselective component of the response.
These nonselective signals contributed to the response variability,
leading to a reduction in the detection sensitivity for large MU
pools (Fig. 9).

Trial-to-trial covariation between V1 activity and
behavioral choices
If V1 responses contribute to behavioral performance in the de-
tection task, trial-to-trial variations in neural responses to iden-
tical visual stimuli should be correlated with trial-to-trial varia-
tions in the monkey’s behavior. The strength of these
covariations could provide useful information regarding the size
of the neural population that contributes to behavior. Such co-
variations, often termed CP, have been observed in several brain
areas (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Dodd et
al., 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002; Uka and DeAngelis, 2004; de
Lafuente and Romo, 2005; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005;
Nienborg and Cumming, 2006) but not in V1 (Nienborg and
Cumming, 2006) or in primary somatosensory cortex (de Lafu-
ente and Romo, 2005).
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CP measures the probability with
which an ideal observer could predict the
behavioral outcome based on the neural
response in single trials. In the current
study, we focused on the covariations be-
tween V1 responses and the monkey’s be-
havioral choices (the important issue of
the covariations between V1 responses and
the monkey’s RTs will be examined else-
where). CP values for SU and MU were
very similar (Table 6). Figure 13A shows a
frequency histogram of CP values across
all SU sites for target-present trials (hits vs
misses). Filled bars indicate sites for which the CP value is signif-
icantly different from 0.5 (based on a permutation test). Figure
13B shows CP values across all MU sites for target-present trials.
The average CP values are significantly higher than 0.5 (SU aver-
age CP, 0.610; p � 0.001, t test; MU average CP, 0.624; p �
0.0001, t test), indicating that the monkeys were more likely to
report seeing the target on trials in which V1 responses were
relatively high. These results demonstrate for the first time that
trial-to-trial variability in the response of SU and MU in V1 can
be significantly correlated with the monkey’s perceptual
decisions.

To examine the relationship between CP and target contrast,
we computed average CP values at 37 SU and MU sites in which
CP was obtained for two contrasts. The average CP at the lower-
contrast trials (CP of 0.626) was not significantly different from
the average CP at the higher-contrast trials (CP of 0.596; paired t
test, p � 0.47). Additionally, extreme CP values were attributable
to relatively small numbers of trials at some sites. However, sites
with low numbers of trials had approximately the same average
CP values as sites with higher numbers of trials (Fig. 13E). Finally,
CP was also stable across conditions of varying difficulty, as mea-
sured by the probability with which the monkey detected the
target (Fig. 13F).

In contrast to the significant CP values we observed in target-
present trials, in target-absent trials, CP values were not signifi-
cantly different from 0.5 for SU (Fig. 13C) (average CP, 0.509;
p � 0.669, t test) as well as for MU (Fig. 13D) (average CP, 0.521;
p � 0.314, t test). This result suggests that other sources of noise
downstream to V1 dominated behavioral variability in target-
absent trials. This finding is consistent with the relatively short
RTs observed for many false-alarm trials (Fig. 2). Such short RTs
suggest that in some of our experiments the monkeys had a sig-
nificant rate of fast guesses that were not based on sensory evi-
dence (Carpenter and Williams, 1995). Fast guesses could reduce
or totally mask the correlation between the V1 responses and the
monkey’s behavior in target-absent trials.

Additionally, we computed a grand CP value by first combin-
ing the z-scores of spike rates from all the trials within the same
behavioral category across all sites and then computing a single
CP value between the combined distributions. Grand CP values
were close to the average CP across sites (Table 6), demonstrating
the robustness of our results.

One potential caveat in CP analysis is that the observed co-
variation may be attributable to a common factor that separately
influences neural responses and behavioral choices. If such a fac-
tor exists, it may not be appropriate to interpret significant CP as
evidence that the measured neural responses directly contribute
to behavior. One potential source for covariations between neu-
ral responses and behavior are small fixational eye movements.

To rule out the possible contribution of eye movements to the

observed CP values, we examined the relationship between four
indicators of the eye movements (see Materials and Methods)
and the firing rates of the SU and MU sites. Combining data
across all trials contributing to the CP analysis (by first converting
firing rate values to z-scores), we did not find significant correla-
tions between spike rates and any of the four eye movement
indicators for both target-present and target-absent trials (all
correlation coefficients were smaller than 0.01). Because eye
movements do not account for variability in the neural response
(at least based on our four measurements), they could not ac-
count for CP. We verified this by fitting a multiple linear regres-
sion to the neural responses as a function of the four eye move-
ment parameters and recomputing the grand CP values between
the residual neural responses and behavior. As expected, the new

Table 6. CP for SU and MU

Mean CP (SEM) p value (t test) Grand CP Perm test Number of sites Number of trials

Hits vs misses
SU 0.6099 (0.031) �0.0001 0.5841 �0.001 25 427
MU 0.6236 (0.027) �0.0001 0.6391 �0.001 46 827
SU and MU 0.6186 (0.020) �0.0001 0.6217 �0.001 71 1254

FA vs CR
SU 0.5091 (0.210) 0.669 0.4949 0.800 17 1180
MU 0.5212 (0.020) 0.314 0.5344 0.510 32 2177
SU and MU 0.5170 (0.015) 0.271 0.5222 0.528 49 3357

Perm, Permutation; FA, false alarms; CR, correct rejects.

Figure 13. Frequency histograms of CP values of V1 neurons. A, CP of SU in target-present
trials. B, CP of MU in target-present trials. C, CP of SU in target-absent trials. D, CP of MU in
target-absent trials. Filled bars indicate sites with significant CP (permutation test, p � 0.05).
Arrows indicate mean value. Asterisks indicate significant difference from 0.5 based on a t test.
E, Mean and SEM of CP as a function of the minimum (Min.) number of trials per outcome type
(hits or misses). F, Mean and SEM of CP as a function of the probability (Prob.) of reporting that
the target was present. In E and F, results are combined across SU and MU sites.
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CP values were essentially identical to the original grand CP
values.

To examine the possibility that the observed CPs on target-
present trials were attributable to feedback related to the mon-
key’s decision, we computed the normalized time course of the
CP. Figure 14A shows the time course of the CP in target-present
trials for the SU sites as well as the normalized response time
courses for hits and misses. Responses on hit trials were signifi-
cantly higher than responses on misses from shortly after re-
sponse onset. A similar result was obtained for the MU responses
(14B). These results appear inconsistent with the possibility that
the observed CPs are attributable to feedback related to the mon-
key’s decision.

To determine whether the amplitude and the time course of
the CP depended on target contrast, we recomputed the normal-
ized time courses at sites in which we obtained CP values for two
or more target contrast levels. Normalized response time courses
were computed separately for the higher-contrast trials (Fig. 14C,
SU, 14D, MU) and for the lower-contrasts trials (Figs. 14E, SU,
14F, MU). The normalized responses rose more rapidly and
reached higher values at the higher contrast, but the time course
of the CP and its magnitude were similar.

Finally, neurons that are more sensitive to the target could
contribute more to the decision and therefore have higher CP

values. However, we found no correlation between CP values and
the ratio of neural to behavioral accuracy in target-present trials
(r � 0.124; p � 0.301) and in target-absent trials (r � 0.086; p �
0.391), suggesting that in our data set, there is no evidence for
systematic relationship between the contribution of the neurons
to the decision and their detection sensitivity.

Discussion
The primary goal of this study was to compare neuronal and
behavioral performances in a RT visual detection task. We found
that SU and MU in V1 have detection sensitivities comparable to
those of the monkey even when evaluating neural responses over
brief intervals that ended shortly before the monkey’s RT. How-
ever, we observed significant inconsistencies between the shapes
of the neurometric and psychometric functions. We also found
that MU responses are consistent with the sum of the responses of
weakly correlated SU, most of which are only weakly selective to
the target. Finally, we found weak but significant covariations
between neural activity in V1 and behavioral performance. We
conclude that, although highly sensitive, spike rates of SU and
MU in V1 are insufficient to account for the monkey’s behavioral
performance. Instead, our results suggest that a large pool of V1
neurons is needed to account for the behavior of the monkey in
this task.

Comparison of neuronal and behavioral
detection sensitivities
Our finding that the detection sensitivity of single V1 neurons
was comparable to that of the monkey is consistent with several
previous studies (Britten et al., 1992; Celebrini and Newsome,
1994; Croner and Albright, 1999; Hernandez et al., 2000; Uka and
DeAngelis, 2003; Heuer and Britten, 2004) but not with other
studies in which the sensitivity of single neurons was found to be
significantly lower than the sensitivity of the subject (Vogels and
Orban, 1990; Prince et al., 2000; Osborne et al., 2004; Liu and
Newsome, 2005; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005) (for review,
see Parker and Newsome, 1998; Romo and Salinas, 2001; Born
and Bradley, 2005). Such differences across studies suggest that
the relationship between neural and behavioral sensitivities de-
pends on the exact nature of the perceptual task.

Most previous studies that compared neural and behavioral
sensitivities used fixed and long integration times. This may have
introduced a bias in favor of neural sensitivity because the subject
may have effectively used a shorter integration period. In fact, in
the only other study in which neural and behavioral sensitivities
were compared while monkeys performed a RT detection task,
single neurons were found to be significantly less sensitive than
the monkey (Cook and Maunsell, 2002). Here, we demonstrate
that V1 neurons are highly sensitive to low-contrast visual targets
even when evaluated during extremely short integration times.

The behavioral thresholds measured in the current study were
significantly higher than in previous detection studies in humans
(Rovamo et al., 1978; Petrov and McKee, 2006) and monkeys
(Merigan et al., 1991). The most likely source for these threshold
differences is stimulus size; these other studies used visual targets
that were much larger than the average receptive field size of V1
neurons at the eccentricities tested. Detection thresholds are
known to decrease significantly as target size is increased (Robson
and Graham, 1981). Other factors that could have contributed to
the higher detection thresholds reported here include (1) our task
included significant uncertainty regarding target contrast; (2)
our task is a RT task, and stimuli were briefly presented; (3) our
definition of threshold incorporates the false-alarm rate; and (4)
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Figure 14. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of normalized neural responses (left
y-axis) and CP time course (right y-axis) in target-present trials. Circles show mean normalized
(Norm.) PSTHs of SU recordings for all of the “hit” trials (black) and for all of the “miss” trials
(cyan) that are used in the CP analysis. For each stimulus condition within each experiment, the
hit and miss PSTHs were first normalized to the peak of the larger of the two PSTHs. Error bars
represent SEM across sites and target contrasts. Each data point represents the accumulated
response from the previous 50 ms. The time course of the CP (red) shows the average and SEM
of CP in 50 ms time bins across all experiments and stimulus conditions contributing to the CP
analysis. A, All trials from conditions with at least three hits and three misses (n � 25). C, Trials
from higher-contrast conditions with at least three hits and three misses (n �14). E, Trials from
lower-contrast conditions with at least three hits and three misses (n � 14). B, D, F, Similar to
A, C, and E using MU recordings (B, n � 46; D, n � 23; F, n � 26). The three MU sites for which
we obtained CP measurements for three contrast levels contributed two sets of normalized
PSTHs each to F.
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the parameters of the Gabor patch were adjusted to match the
preferred properties of the recorded neuron(s) and therefore var-
ied significantly from day to day. Importantly, factors 1–3 also
affected the performance of the models that detect the target from
the neural responses, making the comparison of neuronal and
behavioral sensitivities valid.

Quantitative comparison of SU and MU responses
We found that MU and SU in V1 have comparable detection
sensitivities, consistent with previous findings in MT (Liu and
Newsome, 2003, 2005). A simple Monte Carlo simulation re-
vealed that MU activity is consistent with the pooled responses of
weakly correlated SU, the vast majority of which are only weakly
sensitive to the stimulus. This surprising result may be stimulus
specific. For example, a moving stimulus or a stimulus that con-
tains more spatial frequencies could potentially generate more
selective responses from the same population of neurons. Clearly,
more work is needed to determine unequivocally the nature of
the MU signal and its relationship to SU responses. In addition, it
remains to be seen to what extent the relationship between SU
and MU activity observed here would hold for other types of
stimuli and in other cortical areas.

Choice of temporal parameters
We found that neuronal sensitivity does not increase significantly
when using maximal integration times beyond 200 ms (Fig. 8A),
suggesting that the majority of the useful signals of the neurons
occur rapidly. This result is consistent with findings from single
neurons in areas V1 (Muller et al., 2001; Frazor et al., 2004) and
MT (Uka and DeAngelis, 2003; Osborne et al., 2004), and from
psychophysical studies in monkeys (Uka and DeAngelis, 2003)
and in humans (Ludwig et al., 2005).

The monkeys’ RTs in our detection task increased with de-
creasing target contrast but were, overall, very short (Fig. 2) and
were sometimes consistent with express saccades (Fischer and
Boch, 1983; Rohrer and Sparks, 1993). We believe that RTs were
short because (1) the monkeys were highly trained, (2) the target
was always in the same location, and (3) the monkeys were cued
as to when to expect the onset of the target. Therefore, the mon-
keys were able to start preparing an eye movement in advance and
execute it shortly after enough evidence regarding the presence of
the target had been accumulated.

CP in V1
CP has been observed in multiple extrastriate areas (Celebrini
and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Dodd et al., 2001;
Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002; Roitman
and Shadlen, 2002; Uka and DeAngelis, 2004; Purushothaman
and Bradley, 2005; Nienborg and Cumming, 2006). In the dorsal
pathway, CP has been shown to increase along the visual hierar-
chy from areas MT to MST, VIP, and LIP. It is not clear, however,
whether CP always increases along a visual pathway. Alterna-
tively, CP may be maximal at the area that contains signals that
are most appropriate to guide behavior, regardless of where this
area is located in the visual hierarchy. Importantly, previous
studies have failed to observe significant CP in the first stages of
cortical sensory processing (de Lafuente and Romo, 2005; Nien-
borg and Cumming, 2006). Here, we show significant CP in V1,
demonstrating for the first time that in some tasks, CP can be
observed in the earliest stages of cortical processing. Our study
may have revealed significant CPs because V1 neurons seem to be
ideally suited to provide relevant information in our detection
task. This result suggests that the mechanisms that link sensory

representations to behavior are quite flexible and have the capac-
ity to weight information based on its relevance to behavior, re-
gardless of where these signals are located in the visual pathway.

Quantitative comparison of the shapes of neurometric and
psychometric functions
We found that the neurometric functions are, on average, signif-
icantly shallower than the monkey’s psychometric functions.
There are multiple ways in which the neurometric functions
could be steepened through further processing. For example, un-
certainty in later stages as to which V1 neurons to read out could
lead to significant steepening of the neurometric functions (Pelli,
1985). Similarly, a subsequent processing stage with a high
threshold could steepen the neurometric function. Note, how-
ever, that any subsequent mechanism that leads to steepening of
the neurometric functions has to do so by reducing performance
at low target contrasts and is therefore suboptimal in terms of its
detection performance. Consequently, to achieve overall perfor-
mance comparable to that of the monkey while steepening the
neurometric function, such a mechanism must operate on signals
that are significantly more sensitive than the monkey to start
with. Our current results suggest that such signals could be pro-
vided by large populations of V1 neurons.

In fact, taking into account the large numbers of V1 neurons
that are active in response to small visual targets (Grinvald et al.,
1994; Chen et al., 2006), the high detection sensitivity of single
neurons reported here, and the relatively weak correlations ob-
served between pairs of neurons in the cortex (Gawne and Rich-
mond, 1993; Zohary et al., 1994), it is evident that V1 population
responses, if pooled appropriately, should be significantly more
sensitive than the monkey in the detection task. In support of this
possibility, our laboratory recently reported that the activity of
large populations of V1 neurons measured with VSD imaging is
consistently more sensitive than the monkey in the same detec-
tion task (Chen et al., 2006). Together, our results are consistent
with the hypothesis that neural responses from large populations
of V1 neurons are combined suboptimally by subsequent pro-
cessing stages to mediate behavioral performance in visual detec-
tion tasks. Understanding the nature of the inefficiencies that
lead to the observed behavioral performance is an important goal
for future experiments.
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